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There are no limits to a little one’s imagination! And what can be a better way to capitalize

this than an Arts and Craft workshop. This Saturday 5th of March, TIPS Kindergarten
campus witnessed an assembly of budding artists! The Creative Art workshop2022 was a

mega event hosted by TIPS CAS team that brought together lovers of Lippan,Warli and stone
artforms across all grades. The kids were allowed to bring a buddy along with them to

enjoy creating the art together. Making art is a great, safe way to make mistakes and that
getting things wrong can lead you to a whole new idea! This is the motive behind every new

learning strategy at TIPS.

ART SPEAKS WHERE WORDS ARE UNABLE TO EXPLAIN

Parents enjoyed live performance of their kids creative painting
during workshop as buddies. Children explored more about colours
,different forms of arts such as Warli art, lippon art and stone

painting. Children felt good and cherished their moments. 



LEARNING CURVE
In kindergarten, weather

is used as a way to
introduce young children

to the concepts of
science. The Common

Core goals of teaching
weather are to have the
children record changes

in the weather and
recognize the patterns

within the weather.
Weather is what the sky

and the air outside are
like, such as cold and

cloudy. The weather is
just more than the wind

or rain , but also includes
some stunning effects in

the sky like rainbows,
flashes of lightning, and

sunsets. Our lives can be
affected by the weather.
The weather can affect
what we wear and what

we decide to do. Children
are often scared of

thunderstorms, but they
love jumping in puddles of

water and looking at
rainbows after a storm

ends. 

Making observations
about the weather and
discussing climate are
great ways to teach
children about science,
especially since weather is
something children can
easily relate to and
understand. Whether it's
clear and sunny or rainy
and windy outside,
weather and climate
affect children's lives
every day. Our inquisitive
learners were excited to
learn and observe the
different weather
conditions and also make
necessary decisions
regarding their everyday
life accordingly.



PARENT CHRONICLE
 

     DANCE
D- Defect
A- All
N- Negativity 
with
C- Creative
E- Expression

 

            Dance is a form of act that shows expresses

and is really exciting. Dance is a story written in

vivid detail, told using action and movement.

             Dancing can be a way to stay fit for people of

all ages. It has a wide range of physical and mental

benefits. Here's Ms. Jaishree vijaydeep parent of

Tarun coimbatore main campus taking a role to

explain about the different forms of dance using

colorful pictures. Dance is a art used to explain a story

or an emotion! 



 

POCKET PHONICS
Phonics lessons in kindergarten focus on students becoming automatic at letter
naming, single- grapheme letter sounds, and reading single-syllable words. For

some kindergarten students, articulating  consonant sounds may be difficult,
but this does not prevent them from reading and comprehending words with

those sounds. Phonics instruction provides the most benefit for young readers.
The critical period for learning phonics extends from the time that the child
begins to read. By far, the best way to teach phonics is systematically. This

means moving children through a planned sequence of skills rather than
teaching particular aspects of phonics as they are encountered in texts. 

Students engage themselves in
various phonics activities to learn
the sounds. They learned phonics
through scavengers hunt where

they hunt for similar phonics
letters.

 Regardless of the specific method
used what is most important in

systematic instruction is that there is
a deliberate and sequential focus on

building and using the relationship
between sounds and letter symbols to

help readers decode new words.



HEALTH AND BEYOND
Health p lays  a  very important role  in  our  l ife .  It  is  defined as  the

socia l ,  menta l  and physica l  f itness of our  body.  A hea lthy person is
someone who is  menta l ly  and physica l ly  f it  and do not have any k ind

of tension.
 

We should never
ignore our health and
try our best to stay

fit.
 

Staying fit strengthens
our immunity and we can
easily fight off diseases
like the common cold and

viral fever.
 

Brisk walking, running,
dancing, jogging. Skating
and Karate are excellent

exercises for staying fit.
 



Having plants at school is a fun and rewarding experience. We get to
enjoy the companionship of nature at our classrooms. The plants provide
peace and love to us. Taking care of plants gives an amusing feeling, yet
it is a little hard because of the responsibilities involved. It is not only
important to plant but also to take care of them regularly. So we made

few resolution to take care of the plants around us. Healthy soil is one of
the most vital requirements of every plant. It contains essential

nutrients from organic matter to micro-organisms. Soil acts as backbone
for plant roots and helps support the plant to grow. Fresh and clean air is

a must for healthy growing plants. It is important to water the plants .
Water should be given in moderate quantity as per the requirement of

the plants. No matter what kind of plants are grown, taking care of them
is an important part, creating a sense of love.

BUDDLINGBUDDLING
INFLUENCERINFLUENCER

Gardening is  an art and
develops  skills including:

Being Responsible,
Self-confident, 

Love for nature , 
Reasoning and discovery, 

Physical activity, 
Cooperative,

Creative

 



POTPOURRI
The international mother language day is celebrated on February 21 all over

the world to promote the awareness of linguistic and cultural diversity. The
key goal of the celebration is to promote multilingualism. Mother tongue is
the language that a child gets to hear after birth and helps give a definite
shape to our feelings and thoughts. Learning in the mother tongue is also

crucial for improving other critical thinking skills, second language learning,
and literacy skills. Here we celebrated International mother language day
where few parents presented about their mother language and  kids also

developed multi linguistic skills.

 

World sleep day

International day of

happiness

Holi celebration

World sparrow day

Look out notice



CANDID MEMORIES



CANDID MEMORIES



Candid
memories


